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INTRODUCTION

On our first day of class we were introduced to Claire Mulrone who would therefore be our Project Lead. She 
is a part of The Science Shop and they run projects for communities and projects that don’t have the funds 
or means to recreate their identity or create new videos or content. 

To choose a project from the various projects presented to us we had to fill out a survey that a link was 
provided to on Blackboard. Based on our choice we had to decide on our top 3 projects that we could 
achieve successfully with our skills and previous knowledge. We also had to write a short outline of how we 
can meet the needs of the community partner. As we wanted to get our choices in as soon as possible we 
had kept it brief and could have written something better. Originally in our team it was just to be Erin Stavri 
and myself, however Mark Fox approached us to team up and had mentioned his HTML and CSS skills. Our 
choices were YeHa: Youth Education Health Advice, Care Zone, and Triangle Housing Association as we felt 
our skills between the 3 of us suited best to these projects and specifications. With the module being worth 
40 credits we had chosen Triangle Housing Association last as we thought there wouldn’t be enough work 
there for 3 people. When everyone had completed their surveys someone else had also chosen YeHa and 
we were given the opportunity to pitch for who wanted it most, but we decided to go for Care Zone and it 
ended up being a good decision.

Below is the description of what Care Zone required and what skills we required to make it happen.

Care Zone

Project Specification:
Develop a logo/visual identity for the Care Zone along with a new website. Capture a short video showing 
the work the Care Zone champions are undertaking. Catalogue photographs of events.

Skills Required:
Wordpress, HTML, CSS
Photoshop, InDesign, Illustrator, Premiere, Multicamera setup, Sound Recording, Maybe After Effects.



SCHEDULING

To keep on top of tasks and what needed to be done we created a Production Schedule using trello.com and 
we were able to easily add in, complete, assign or adjust any tasks for the project. 
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SCHEDULING

Updates can be easily added in, even for events or tasks that have already passed.



MANAGEMENT

For the last 12 weeks we have had regular meetings with our Project Manager, including field trips and 
meeting with the client; apart from the week of our filming the interviews. For 10 weeks; apart from our pitch 
day and the filming day we had also had meetings with our Creative Director make sure we were on track 
with the work and things were going according to the brief. We had regular meetings as a group and kept in 
contact using Basecamp when we were unable to meet up in person.

To track our project management of our work and roles we have used Basecamp and Toggl. Basecamp 
has been used to transfer files to one another so there is only one place we must go to access them. It has 
also been used to communicate between the group and give advice and feedback on work and to help plan 
group meetings outside of class and any trips or filming days we might have. Toggl was used to keep track 
of what tasks everyone was fulfilling, and the time spent completing tasks and creating work.



MANAGEMENT

Here is the overall amount of work as a group.



MANAGEMENT

Here is my overall number of hours.



MANAGEMENT

Here is an insight into Basecamp and the main aspects involved.



MANAGEMENT

To keep in contact with the client we were given an email for Jo Murphy, we had gotten a reply from Sharon 
(an associate of Jo’s) and then were given a contact email to Cecilia (another associate of Jo’s) who we 
mainly had communication with for the content of the leaflet and social media information. We had also 
contacted Sean Devlin, but Mark had been in contact with Sean the most. To prove we had contacted or 
asked for feedback from the client, in any Care Zone related email we had to CC our Project Manager and 
Creative Director into to make sure we didn’t go outside any boundaries and that too much wasn’t asked 
of us. For the Care Zone leaflet I had to also contact members of my class working on the YeHa project 
through email as it wasn’t during class hours but had to ask our Project Manager to inform them of the email 
through Basecamp as I had not yet received an email and it was the final piece to the leaflet.

Example of email interaction with client.



RESEARCH

On my initial researching of Care Zone, it was hard to find out much about them as there was not much 
social/online presence that was clear unless it was under a different name, but I found out that they were 
based in North Belfast on our initial choosing of our Science Shop Project. There had been some posts 
about Care Zone on Lighthouse’s social media as Jo Murphy the coordinator of Lighthouse is also the 
project lead for Care Zone. There was also some footage of Care Zone on Belfast Live’s Facebook with a 
project they had taken place in, ‘A Sense of Place – Stories from the North Belfast Care Zone’; we were able 
to receive this book on our initial meeting with Jo Murphy.

Care Zone is involved with other organisations, YeHa, Lighthouse, and Belfast Healthy Cities, to name a few.

Care Zone’s main aim is to instill hope and engage the community, they want the community to have control 
again. To prevent suicide, they want to give a sense of hope to those who feel that they have no hope left. 
The Care Zone is a deprived and poor area. Care Zone is from the community up (‘from the ground up’), 
they have community champions.

The Care Zone Report and Health Report is to Launch on Monday 7th October 2019. Care Zone does many 
things, challenging and instilling hope. They took part in a history book – ‘A Sense of Place – Stories from 
the North Belfast Care Zone’.

On Healthy Cities Belfast they posted ‘2018 International Healthy Cities Conference Site Visits Wednesday 
3 October 2018’ (https://www.healthycitiesbelfast2018.com/copy-site-visit) and number 19 was  ‘A Care 
Zone in North Belfast’ and they wrote a short paragraph to explain what Care Zone is. They wrote “The 
development of a Care Zone in North Belfast is part of ongoing regeneration in the area, linked to Public 
Health Agency’s Future Search work on suicide prevention. The Care Zone is a local response involving 
residents and community groups in Marrowbone area to empower and build capacity to support action 
to increase ‘hope’ and care in the area. The project has been working to identify the needs of local 
communities through data sharing and collection, developing partnerships and resources to create 
emotionally resilient communities and tackle health inequalities.



RESEARCH

The site visit will take a guided tour of north Belfast including Belfast Castle.” This short paragraph helped 
to inform us on Care Zone more before we had our initial meeting and gained access to the reports they 
launched.

The Care Zone website will be created on WordPress so it is easy for people who can’t code websites to 
access and use. Care Zone is for people in the community of all ages. Some people from the community 
couldn’t read when they carried out a survey at an event and therefore, we plan to make the website image 
based and have videos.

Similar agencies of Care Zone would be mental health agencies, suicide support, health charities, social 
agencies, and Lighthouse (linked to Care Zone). Sensitivity must come through the similar websites, 
examples of counselling and support, bereavement support, youth interventions, and advocacy are all things 
that could be included in the Care Zone website.

The Thursday before we had met Jo Murphy, we began researching and looking into similar charity 
organisation websites to get inspiration and an insight into what is appropriate and what is not, also what 
to do and what not to do. We also found how some were targeted for males and/or females, and how some 
were for young children/teens and how some were for adults. It was hard to find one that suited all ages and 
genders, as this would be the type we would aim for as Care Zone’s is for everyone in the community of all 
ages and genders.

The similar agencies I found were Samaritans, Extern, Papyrus UK, Think Twice, The Calm Zone, NSPA, 
TASC, Sane, and Young Minds. Out of the 9 I chose the 3 listed below.

The 3 websites I benchmarked were YoungMinds, ThinkTwice, and TASC. I think YoungMinds and 
ThinkTwice were most aesthetically pleasing compared to TASC. 



RESEARCH

http://tasc-uk.org/
TASC was word heavy and had outdated sources of articles, no social media links and “Latest News” 
wasn’t new at all. Overall, it was bland and depressing visually, I don’t think it would be the type of website 
we are looking to create, on the other hand under their resources, they had links and numbers to helplines 
or support. The use of white (to represent goodness), black (to represent safety), and one colour (blue to 
represent trust) was used well but without the use of images it didn’t give a good impact. The logo was 
outdated using a Serif font and effect on the text. Typography is consistent apart from the Serif in the logo 
and there don’t appear to be any key words apart from headings. For some page links, the content is blank 
on the page which isn’t useful. The navigation was all down the left and wasn’t aesthetically pleasing to 
go through. The website appeared to be for people of all ages and gender however a fact stated on the 
homepage mentioned “young men (15 – 44) and women”.



RESEARCH

https://youngminds.org.uk/
Young Minds was directed at children and adolescents, however Care Zone is directed to people of all ages 
and gender. The consistency of colours and text is what makes the website. The use of videos and images 
to explain and demonstrate stories is something we would want to do within the Care Zone website, none 
are negative and are of good quality. However, some of the text is still quite wordy and so in our website 
we might decide to have a sound bites (or soundbite alternative) for those with literacy issues. They use 
4 colours; white (to represent goodness), yellow (to represent optimism), grey (to represent security), and 
occasionally blue (to represent trust) but it works well for the target audience as it’s bright and fun looking, 
encouraging. The logo is simple and uses their key colours and would be transferable for print and other 
areas. The typography is consistent and used well for headers and key points and slogans or tags, such as 
“#HelloYellow” for World Mental Health Day. The navigation is easy to get through and key buttons or places 
on the website are a different colour. Social Media accounts are very active and updated regularly.



RESEARCH

https://thinktwiceinfo.org/
Think Twice is directed at all genders and people of different ages which was my favourite part of the 
website, the colour is neutral and a modern design, it would be my favourite out of all 3 websites as it is 
something, we would aspire for in Care Zone and it is also a WordPress design. However, going through 
the website I found out that it is Religious based, and this might not fit with the community for Care Zone, 
it might not be the main aim and would be something we wouldn’t want to include. Some of the pages 
could do with more images just like Young Minds had included. Think Twice has used 4 colours: white 
(to represent goodness), pink (to represent compassion), purple (to represent purpose), and black (to 
represent safety), which works well for the audience in mind. The use of images and icons works well for 
the modern look and would work well for those with literacy issues. Their logo is simple and versatile. The 
typography is consistent and Sans serif, it is good for headers and key points and slogans or tags, such as 
“#SpeakofSuicide” and “It’s time to talk about mental illness.”.



RESEARCH

Out of all the articles and pages there is a good balance between text and images on most pages as none 
are too word heavy. The navigation is like YoungMinds in the way the layout is and the ease of it. Social 
Media accounts are active and updated regularly.

Overall, I think YoungMinds is the best for content, with TASC the best for support/helplines, and ThinkTwice 
is the best for not having too much text but also being appropriate for all genders and ages. The use of 
hashtags and slogans within YoungMinds and ThinkTwice is something that can be used for Care Zone 
as it could be used throughout website and social media. Out of all 3 websites, if our target audience was 
children and adolescents, I would choose YoungMinds, however our audience is a community of all ages 
and genders and so ThinkTwice suits best as if an adult who viewed the YoungMinds website they wouldn’t 
think it was a place for them unless they were a parent. ThinkTwice gives a different impression compared to 
the other websites as it doesn’t just identify to one age group or audience.

Looking at all 9 websites, the one I had chosen from my 3 that I thought was best, was also chosen out of 
the 9 as it best represented Care Zone’s target audience, which is anyone of any age or gender.

From our benchmarking table (below) we were able identify the various feature we may want to include in 
the Care Zone website from the categories listed within the table. This gave us an insight into pages that 
Care Zone might want to include and what not to do. The benchmarking process then helped us prepare for 
the initial meeting, and eventually our brief.



BENCHMARKING
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BUDGET RESEARCH

Domain and Hosting 
In our group we compared prices of domains and hosting for the domain name ‘carezone.org’ These are the 
3 different options we found: 

• IONOS 
Domain is £1 for first year, then £16 per year afterwards. 
Hosting is £1 per month for first year, then £5 per month afterwards.
• 123Reg 
Domain is £11.98 valid for 1 year, then it is annual renewal after for the same price. Hosting is £5.49 per 
month, however could go back up to £7.99 per month.
• GoDaddy
Domain is £7.99 for first year, then £19.10 for renewal afterwards. 
Hosting is £3.99 per month but could go back up to £7.99. 

As a group we recommend getting Care Zone’s domain and hosting from separate companies as their 
website will less likely to be hacked this way. 

Printing 
We compared prices of printing for posters and leaflets and received quotes from quantity of 100 for 
reference. 

DP (Digital Printing) Online
• Posters A4 £78. 78p per unit.
• Folded leaflet A5 £15.56. 16p per unit. 

Instant Print 
• Posters A3 £30.
• Folded leaflet A5 £21



RESEARCH

Things we are planning to find out from our initial meeting:

• Domain name
• Email address (form of contact)
• Colour scheme
• View old logo
• More about Care Zone
• Aims
• Audience
• Platforms (future and existing)
• Reports (to be launched)
• Will posters or other work need to be designed for events?
• What pages and information does the website require?
• Any footage or previous professional photos?
• Upcoming events?
• Members of Care Zone
• Social media
• Image heavy/based?
• Year of Establishment

Our initial meeting with Care Zone’s Project Lead, Jo Murphy happened on 4th October 2019 at 11:30am to 
12:30pm. From this meeting we gathered some more knowledge and insight on Care Zone and what they 
do and who they are. We also found out what Jo wanted the website to contain and the kinds of pages she 
wanted.



CREATING THE BRIEF

From our meeting with Care Zone we found out that they wanted a symbol for the logo, a more 
contemporary and modern look compared to similar agencies. Care Zone represents ‘hope’. They require 
pictures for the website and social media, and they would like the Care Zone report and Health report to 
be available on the website. The 3 main words from the old logo are ‘Community Compassion Hope’ and 
this needs to be portrayed within the logo and online presence. Care Zone believes everyone should ‘listen 
to each other’, that it’s not all about speaking. There is a level of care and Care Zone all starts with the 
community, from the website and media package they want the community to be able to connect with and 
navigate around. Care Zone’s old logo is purple and white, using these colours or related I want to be able 
to create a new logo and redesign. Care Zone carry out many family fun days and at one they had 2 big 
canvases of a set of ears to portray that ‘listening brings hope’. Care Zone are very big into visual props 
and symbolism and wants to use that in the media package rather than it being text heavy. They would like 
us to emphasise and advertise the gift of people and being kind. In their reports launch they plan to use 
a chessboard to visualize partnership and connecting the community, ‘give and take’. It’s all about taking 
risks and the game ends with the key to symbolise hope. In the landing/welcome page we are to include 
some information from the PowerPoint report. We are to take videos and photographs on our tour around 
the Care Zone/Marrowbone area. Care Zone wants the website to display positivity, action, and events, only 
the good stuff showcased as they are all about being positive and instilling hope. There will be a community 
champions page with a come join or volunteer section/page. There will be an events page to inform the 
community on upcoming events but also to display past events to therefore instill hope further. For different 
problems and issues people may have in community there will be a link to the Public Health Agency as an 
online version of the Z card. There will also be a Health and well being page with information about services. 
On the website there will also be acknowledgement of funding, partners, and resources. Concerts and other 
events may be displayed in a gallery page. Past videos and interviews will be put onto a page, with Belfast 
Live videos included as well. We plan to interview the area as it is with positive activists. Locals will have a 
say in the website, with footage including footage of community champions of all ages. We will showcase 
the main video we will film. We will set aside a day for filming and community champion interviews. The 
media package will all be about uplifting hope for the community with links to support. We aim to purchase a 
domain suitable such as ‘carezone.org’ and ‘carezoneinfo…’ for the email address.



CREATING THE BRIEF

As Care Zone does not have its own premises as such the main Telephone number used will be 
Lighthouse’s. Everything for Care Zone’s media package will go onto one pen drive with a guide to explain 
how to use. There may be a website launch event (online) for Care Zone and their rebranding.
From our initial meeting we were able to decide what needed to be done for Care Zone. We were able to 
decide our roles in the team, discover our objectives, other outputs Care Zone might have (not including the 
web presence). Then we were able to put in our research from our Benchmarking table, we then reviewed 
the Care Zone Report, Health Report, and A Sense of Place book to help us with Care Zone’s new visual 
identity and content. Creating the brief meant we were able to explain and describe what we were going to 
do for Care Zone to meet their expectations and ideas. We were also able to specify a budget for the domain 
and hosting, and printing costs. 

My role in the team includes graphic designer, videographer, and video editor. However, we all will take part 
in helping each other in the different elements and parts of the rebranding and website. Our main objective 
is to provide the community with a high-quality media communication package to connect with others and 
spread the Hope, Energy and Compassion by rebranding the Care Zone logo and creating an online website 
with WordPress.

Objectives of the redesign of the website including new pages and features are: 
• Website will be created on WordPress. 
• Video Page - To include activists and community champions. 
• Use reports and ‘sense of peace’ book information to translate over to website. 
• Contact form 
• Links to social media. 
• Link to PDF reports. 
• ‘Emphasis Partnership’. 
• Gallery – photos of events.
• Mental health page - To include ‘z’ card link. 
• Calendar of upcoming events.



CREATING THE BRIEF

• Community champions page - Include photographs and biographies.
• Link to Lighthouse phone number.
• Links to support (especially Public Health website).
• Include a site map

Objectives of the logo are:
• New logo.
• A logo that is ‘Quirky, Wholesome’ ‘Symbolic’ – As this Logo will be representing all members of the 

community, we will make one that will do so.
• Still using the 3 words previously – ‘Community l Compassion l Hope’.
• Something that people can connect with.



RESEARCH DESIGNS

After completing the brief, we were then able to research designs before we began the design phase.
When researching other organisations and examples of design decks/designs we were given examples of 
websites to go to for inspiration, such as Pentagram, Under Consideration (Brand New), and A V Browne (a 
local company).

(Pentagram, 2019).

In Pentagram, I found that the images are clear and large to demonstrate/showcase the work (design deck). 
There are simple but the images are the dominant part which gives the client an idea of what you are trying 
to show them. For example, web mock ups and responsive web design it lets your client imagine it with a 
realistic example.



RESEARCH DESIGNS

(Under Consideration (Brand New), 2019)

In Under Consideration (Brand New) you can view Non-Profit and Charity examples, and this was useful 
to see what similar companies do and to help get better ideas. A lot of the examples I looked at, they were 
simple clean designs and with symbols used which I thought I could apply in Care Zone’s new logo.



RESEARCH DESIGNS

(A V Browne, 2019)

Looking at A V Browne was useful to see what other local companies are creating, to narrow things down 
rather than comparing to larger American or International companies. Sometimes you just must go close to 
home for inspiration.



RESEARCH DESIGNS

I liked a lot of the designs I looked at on the various websites that I took a lot of screenshots for inspiration, 
but here are some favourites.

(Pentagram, 2019).



RESEARCH DESIGNS

(Pentagram, 2019).



RESEARCH DESIGNS

(Pentagram, 2019).



RESEARCH DESIGNS

(Under Consideration (Brand New), 2019).
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(Under Consideration (Brand New), 2019).
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(Under Consideration (Brand New), 2019).
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(Under Consideration (Brand New), 2019).



RESEARCH DESIGNS

(A V Browne, 2019)
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(A V Browne, 2019)
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(A V Browne, 2019)



RESEARCH DESIGNS

(A V Browne, 2019)



RESEARCH DESIGNS

Colour from moodboard on Pinterest.



RESEARCH DESIGNS

I created a moodboard for Care Zone on Pinterest for some icon/logo ideas and colour theories.



RESEARCH DESIGNS

I created a moodboard for Care Zone on Pinterest for some icon/logo ideas and colour theories.



DESIGN PRODUCTION

When researching the various designs, I viewed on the websites. I had come across symbols for majority of 
the logos and I therefore then wanted to incorporate symbols into the new Care Zone logo as they previously 
didn’t have symbols, and this would give a quirkier and more modern take. This gave me the idea of creating 
a symbol for the 3 words; Community, Compassion and Hope. For Community I had the idea of hands 
joining together as the community join as one. For Compassion, I just happened to have a pen that had a 
symbol of a heart on it to represent the word – I didn’t want a perfect heart but rather a unique one that isn’t 
symmetrical, but it is unique to Care Zone.

During the benchmarking phase a lot of the websites had used ‘Lato’ as their font and so I also used it when 
creating my logo. I also looked at free fonts on dafont.com and used Keep Calm as it can easily be installed 
and used and was also clear and simple to read. I went for Sans Serif fonts as they were more modern and 
modern and up to date is the look Care Zone are going for.



DESIGN PRODUCTION

When I was researching, I seen a lot of tree/flower/plant symbols and thought that this would represent new 
life, hope and growth. Which is why I had designed a flower/tree.

Looking at colour theories, I found out pink is used to represent compassion, friendship, and care, this 
associates with Care Zone. White is used to represent hope and light, this also associates with Care Zone. 

Below is the first logo I created.

CARE ZONE



DESIGN PRODUCTION

In Illustrator I created the following icons and applied them to my logo.



DESIGN PRODUCTION

With some feedback from our Project Manager and Creative Director I had changed the hands to a people/
community icon as the hands didn’t fit the style of the heart and flower.

CARE  ZONE



DESIGN PRODUCTION

This is a white version of the updated logo.

Throughout my logo designs I made sure I created black or white versions to make the logo more versatile.

CARE  ZONE



DESIGN PRODUCTION

For my second logo I wanted to keep the words of the logo but still incorporate a symbol so I decided to 
use the flower again as the ‘O’ of Care Zone and the ‘I’ in Compassion so as it would join as one. Again, I 
created different colour versions of the logo. Another version of this logo included the heart as the ‘O’, but I 
decided the flower was more fitting. I will show the progression of the logo as I went through it.

Researching different colours, the ‘mothercare’ pin on Pinterest was one of my influences for using a purple 
colour.

I found out that purple is used to represent compassion and sensitivity, this associates with Care Zone. 
White is used to represent hope and light, this also associates with Care Zone.

CARE Z   NE
COMMUNITY | COMPASSION | HOPE



DESIGN PRODUCTION

This is a black version of the logo.

Throughout my logo designs I made sure I created black or white versions to make the logo more versatile.

CARE Z   NE
COMMUNITY | COMPASSION | HOPE



DESIGN PRODUCTION

This is a green/teal version of the logo with using part of the flower for the ‘O’.

I found out green associates with health and change as Care Zone are wanting to make change in the 
community. White is used to represent hope and light, this also associates with Care Zone. This green was 
also influenced by different greens I viewed in my research, but I didn’t want anything too green or too blue 
but in-between.

CARE Z   NE
COMMUNITY | COMPASSION | HOPE



DESIGN PRODUCTION

This is a white and grey version of the logo with using the flower for the ‘O’.

CARE Z   NE
COMMUNITY | COMPASSION | HOPE



DESIGN PRODUCTION

This is a green/teal version of the logo with using the flower for the ‘O’. I also created a version with the grey 
parts of this logo in white and ‘Care Zone’ also in white.

CARE Z   NE
COMMUNITY | COMPASSION | HOPE



DESIGN PRODUCTION

I think overall, I really liked the idea of the flower/tree representing Care Zone and so in this design I decided 
to keep ‘Care Zone’ and incorporate the flower into the middle but this logo wasn’t chosen as my one of my 
final 3.

CARE ZONE



DESIGN PRODUCTION

This is a black version of the previous logo.

CARE ZONE



DESIGN PRODUCTION

This logo design is essentially the previous logo, but it is now enclosed in a circle as I felt it needed to be 
contained so it would easily be used across social media and different print and online devices.

CARE ZONE



DESIGN PRODUCTION

This is a spaced out version of the word of the previous logo.

CARE  ZONE



DESIGN PRODUCTION

I created an inverted version of the previous logo as well.

CARE  ZONE



DESIGN PRODUCTION

For most of my logos I kept it quite simple as I wanted a clean, modern look, nothing too cluttered or 
complicated looking but something that could be easily recognised. I didn’t want to spend too long on 
designing lots of logos as I had preferred the flower symbol most and thought it would represent Care Zone 
most.

We had many different ideas for Care Zone and the rebranding. Snapchat was one of the social medias 
we were planning to use however, we thought it might be too hard to update and some posts wouldn’t be 
appropriate for it. Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter will work well as for most posts you can also post to the 
other and it connects it all together.

As the audience was of all genders and age groups it was harder to apply just one colour to it, so I tried 
around with different colours that were sensitive and had the right meanings but also suited everyone.



CREATING DECKS

The cover page in my design decks will be the logo for Care Zone as this is what was done in examples we 
were shown and the professional examples I found when researching designs. In our group we each must 
make 3 designs each; 9 in total. For the design decks, researching designs helped to decide what to include 
such as a leaflet or possibly annual report design. In the design decks it is best to have less text as we will 
present these to the clients and will just explain them in person. Social media mockups will be created to 
make it look realistic as possible so Care Zone can imagine what this rebranding will look like and help them 
to choose a final branding and logo. Merch can be included such as clothing and accessories. For graphic 
packs we were told to visit Graphic Burger. Clean pure examples of print work are best and referencing 
graphic packs within the design decks is best as this is professional. Breakdown of logo will be included, 
explanation of colours with colour theory and responsive web design. The design decks will be created 
in InDesign as A3 for print as this will be large enough for the client to view. Graphics will be created in 
Illustrator and other elements in Photoshop.

For the design decks I decided to use these 3 logos out of the ones I created.

CARE  ZONE



CREATING DECKS

The 3 chosen logos shown are the original logos before I was asked to alter them after our first set of design 
decks

CARE ZONE

CARE Z   NE
COMMUNITY | COMPASSION | HOPE



CREATING DECKS

Within my design decks I will include:
• Logo designs (with different colour versions)
• Colour theme
• Typefaces
• Website design with responsive versions as well
• Clothing mock ups with the logos
• Social media mock ups
• Poster mock ups

When reviewing our first set of 3 design decks each, we hadn’t used the same mock ups and so our decks 
didn’t look uniform/alike. My decks I had used the same mock ups for the different logos but for the web 
design I had used an image as the main header but hadn’t in the other two. Therefore, we all had to have a 
main design deck layout to use so our designs looked more uniform and any web design or mock ups had to 
be the same for our own individual ideas.
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CREATING DECKS

As for the social media I previously made up names and used a filler colour as the image. However, we had 
to make the mock ups look as realistic as possible, so it was easier for the client to imagine the rebranding 
coming to life. This meant then replacing images with actual accounts, and for this I decided to use real 
accounts or partners of Care Zone and other accounts that Lighthouse follow. 



CREATING DECKS

From looking at my logo with the 3 symbols instead of ‘Community Compassion Hope’, it was recommended 
to myself that I make an icon pack. This means that the icons can therefore be used on social media and in 
posts or at events for the specific word it represents. Other suitable icons were created that could be used 
across online. I created the icons in Illustrator and then made them in the different colours for each logo 
design.
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Here is an example of one of the first decks I created to show you mock ups used and how I laid them out.
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Here is an example of one of the first decks I created to show you mock ups used and how I laid them out.



CREATING DECKS

For my first set of design decks I used all the same mock ups.



CREATING DECKS

An updated copy of one of 3 design decks. This time they were sorted to include responsive web design on 
one page, social medias on one page, all of us following the same layout. The icon pack was also included.
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Feedback given on our chosen design decks.



CREATING DECKS

In our updated mock ups, we cut down on text as we would talk through the visuals to the client at the pitch, 
but we still had to add references of the mock ups into the design decks.

Once we fixed our design decks, we then presented them back to our Project Manager and Creative Director 
and therefore had to choose our favourite out of our own work that would therefore be the final 3 that we 
would clean up and present to the client on pitch day. Out of the 3 I chose the one with the 3 symbols as we 
all agreed that following from what we wrote in the brief, it represented Care Zone most and it would be what 
the client wants.



CREATING DECKS

These are the design decks I presented at the Pitch. When creating design decks, Photoshop, Illustrator 
and InDesign were mainly used. With Photoshop for mock ups, Illustrator for logo and graphics (that were 
inserted/used in mock ups), and InDesign to lay out the decks for print.
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These are the design decks I presented at the Pitch.



PITCHING DECKS

Presenting our design decks to the client took place on 7th November in Ulster University Belfast. We 
met with Sean Devlin (YeHa and Care Zone Community partner), Tami Russell (Community Champion), 
Cecilia Rice (Lighthouse), and Sharon Quinn (Lighthouse).  We each talked through our design decks and 
explained our reasons for why we created what we did. 

Looking through our design decks my logo was chosen, along with Erin’s colour palette, and Mark’s website 
design layout. 

Fortunately, we were able to keep our pitch decks with the feedback provided on them and this therefore 
meant they were able to be photographed to upload to Basecamp.
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PITCHING DECKS

From the client feedback we were to incorporate the 3 words into the logo between the logo and symbols. 
Within the icon pack we were to create a Christmas and Summer version to use for events and occasions. 
For the social media we were to create a more prominent logo with only “Care Zone” incorporated as the 
symbols would be too small to show in profile images; we decided we could incorporate the main logo or 
symbols into cover/header images on social media and into the ‘highlights’ section on Instagram. We had 
not previously included pop up banners in our mock ups, so we were then to include 3 with the new logo 
and colour palette. For the clothing/merch we were to create the clothing with the 3 new colours and with all 
a white logo as it stands out more. A gif will be created as well, using the 3 icons, possibly with the different 
colours.

Following the feedback and visual identity/branding chosen we then were to create a new design deck to 
present the new visual identity.



FINAL PRODUCT

These were the final decks, formulated as a team.
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These were the final decks, formulated as a team.



FINAL PRODUCT

In our brief we discussed our roles, Mark’s role was to create the website in WordPress. The agreed domain 
was www.carezonecommunity.com. In our website we plan to incorporate past images and videos of Care 
Zone/related Care Zone content and any new footage or photos we take during our time on working on the 
project. 

On Tuesday 5th November we had went on a tour day with the Jordanstown Sociology students to North 
Belfast to Sacred Heart Parish to see the Care Zone area and find out more information. During this we were 
able to photograph the area and take some footage to be used within the website, social media, videos, and 
the main promotional video. In our team we all photographed the area, so we had a wide range of shots and 
footage to work with.



FINAL PRODUCT

In our brief we explained how we planned to film Community Champions and interview local residents so 
they could have their say in the website and on social media. 

In preparing for filming, we had planned to book out equipment in good enough timing for filming, prepare 
questions to ask, shot list, and storyboard so everything would go smoothly. Mark oversaw booking out 
equipment, including camera, tripod, audio recorder, and lighting equipment.

The Equipment Mark booked out included:
• 1 Calumet Photography Tripod w/ Gittos VH6011 Head
• 1 Calumet Photography Tripod with Ball Head
• 1 Ledgo LG-B150 LED Modular Lighting Kit
• Panasonic AGAC90EJ Camera Kit A

We were also able to use Erin’s Camera – Canon EOS 750D. 

We planned out questions to ask our interviewees on the day. Some of them we didn’t ask to all of our 
interviewees, such as the changes to the Marrowbone Millennium Park; this question was asked to Sean 
and Jo directly.

Questions:
What does the Care Zone Project mean to you?
Aspirations and hopes for the project?
How do you see the project inspiring the community in events and plans to come?
Upcoming events?
How will the website/online presence (including social media) help Care Zone?
What changes will be made to the Marrowbone Hill Park?
How is the Care Zone progressing and making change?
Other comments?



FINAL PRODUCT

Before filming and post filming we had also created shot lists as not all shots and parts of footage were used 
in the final outcomes.



FINAL PRODUCT

Erin oversaw creating storyboards and unfortunately, due to deadlines and edits to the videos she was 
unable to produce the storyboards.



FINAL PRODUCT

For the Promotional Video the shot list was shorter than the interviews as the graphics were the same type 
of shot, the Concert of Hope (2016) was not our own footage, and this was planning out the content to use 
so various images in between Eamonn Holmes may be changed.



FINAL PRODUCT

We also were able to film on Erin’s camera as well for different shots and we took images throughout to 
show our filming process. Unfortunately, on the day the audio recorder battery was flat and so we had to rely 
on the audio taken on Erin’s camera to insert into editing. Apart from this everything else went smoothly and 
according to plan. We had gained a good amount of footage and content that could be used in the website 
and online. Images taken on the day were to show film setup and during.
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When editing I took the footage into Premiere Pro as it is best for films and videos. In Premiere Pro I was 
able to split up the footage, cut out parts to just include the key parts and any unnecessary parts where the 
interviewees were thinking about what to say or may have started with ‘um’, so it was clean and clear. Once 
I had synced the audio from Erin’s footage to Mark’s footage, I was then able to take the key parts and then 
take the audio clips into Audition to remove the background noise and touch the sound up. 



FINAL PRODUCT

Throughout editing the pieces of footage, I used Premiere, Audition, Media Encoder, and Photoshop. I used 
Photoshop mainly for the images that were to be added in and Audition to edit audio, Media Encoder to 
export out footage and Premiere to do most of the editing of footage and to add in graphics such as credits. 
To sync Mark’s footage with Erin’s audio, I watched the footage in between as they recorded at different 
times.
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Using Audition and following YouTube tutorials I was able to edit out background noise.



FINAL PRODUCT

Once the audio was sorted, I could then export it out of Audition back into Premiere Pro. From this point 
I could then work on fixing the colour and setting of the visual footage. When setting up the camera we 
had setting up the lighting just right, but it may have slightly change once we had our first two interviewees 
sitting, which Mark may not have noticed when filming on his camera. However, this was fixable using 
the colour effects and settings. I adjusted both videos to the same settings, so they didn’t look completely 
different. Then I added lower thirds to the left and right to introduce the interviewees as they first started to 
speak as I thought this would be a good idea to introduce them to the Community and let them know their 
roles in Care Zone and who they can talk to if they didn’t know before. To break up the video I have added 
in images throughout to explain what they’re talking about and to showcase the area. Once the video was 
ready and approved by the Project Manager and Creative Director it was ready to be exported and then 
uploaded onto Vimeo or YouTube so it would be easier to embed into the WordPress website.



FINAL PRODUCT

Once I had sorted out the clips and audio I could then fix the colour and visuals of the footage as the footage 
was slightly dull and not bright enough to give a positive look on the website. I adjusted white balance, tone, 
and adjustments under the Lumetri Colour.
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To help identify who the Community Champions are so the Community can recognise them and know who 
they can talk to I have added lower thirds. I removed effects and kept it clear and simple using the same font 
from the logo and visual identity.



FINAL PRODUCT

To get shots to include in my videos I screenshot images/clips that I would like to include and took them into 
Photoshop to crop them for the rough edits. We were able to use footage from the Concert of Hope (2016).
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When inserting images into the footage I added the images above the video footage.



FINAL PRODUCT

These are the settings I used when exporting the footage. (CTRL + M for shortcut). I chose full HD as 
anything more would take longer time to load and I chose Vimeo as the video can then be uploaded to 
YouTube or Vimeo as this is how the videos will be embedded into the website/WordPress.



FINAL PRODUCT

As a group we came up with an idea for the Promotional Video. We decided it would include a slide(s) with 
some bullet points from the Care Zone Report and Health Report to explain how deprived the area is. The 
next shot would be the footage of Sean Devlin we captured saying “The Care Zone for me, is a proper 
grass roots, local community, level way of bringing positive change to an area that has been through many 
struggles.” After this we would then feature footage from the Concert of Hope (2016) and have Jo Murphy, 
Sean Devlin, Cecilia McCloskey, and Mickey Meehan as voice over on the footage talking about events and 
the event in shot. After the Concert of Hope (2016) footage we would then show Cecilia McCloskey and 
Mickey Meehan is captured saying “It’s time to fight back and get the equality that surrounding areas have. 
It’s time to let the people know, we’re on their side, we have their backs.” We would then feature images or 
slide(s) including facts of how the Care Zone is bringing change to the area. The video would then finish with 
the voiceover of Eamonn Holmes (from 3 minutes 28 seconds into the video given to us from Care Zone) 
then the Care Zone logo, and then credits.

This was our original idea, however when I went to edit it, I changed some things slightly as I have edited 
the footage and from where Eamonn Holmes speaks you need to have footage from earlier in the video to 
get a better understanding. So, I then put footage of Eamonn Holmes in after Mickey Meehan speaks, I have 
also added an image in the end of Mickey’s clip to represent ‘having their backs’. To show how Care Zone is 
bringing change to the area, with access to photos from events and fun days I have been able to show case 
the positivity and the good Care Zone has brought to the community. After the images I have then added in 
Eamonn Holmes, a clip where he asks people to get involved which I think is a good way of making people 
feel like they’re all involved in their community and to encourage coming together as a community. The video 
then ends on the Care Zone logo, followed by the team involved behind the new visual identity; the Science 
Shop logo, Ulster University logo, then a breakdown of our roles along with our names so we can then 
showcase this video in our portfolios when applying for future work.



FINAL PRODUCT

A main part of our website was to be our promotional video. Using previous footage and content from 
Care Zone and partners we were able to create a video to promote the Care Zone. We were also able to 
apply content from the Care Zone Report and footage/audio we had previously recorded alongside a video 
Eamonn Holmes had provided for the launch of the Care Zone Report and Health Report.



FINAL PRODUCT

When creating the Promotional Video, we wanted to include facts and figures about Care Zone and so we 
used graphics/text within Premiere to create this. We also applied footage we had taken, footage of Eamonn 
Holmes (provided previously for the Care Zone launch Report and Health Report 2019), the Concert of 
Hope (2016) footage was taken but sound removed with Sean Devlin and Jo Murphy’s voice overlaid with 
background music throughout the promotional video.



FINAL PRODUCT

When applying the background music, I had got not copyrighted music that was free to use. The artist 
only asked that you put in 2 lines of information in your video description when uploading on YouTube or 
Vimeo meaning this would not be shown in the video or on the WordPress/website. For the video I kept the 
background music at the original level then edited it so you could hear the voiceover more for the other parts 
of the video.



FINAL PRODUCT

An opportunity came upon us to create a Christmas Leaflet for an upcoming event for Care Zone – a 
‘Christmas Clean Up’. This Christmas Clean Up is being organised by Care Zone and is involving large skips 
at 2 different locations during the hours of 11am until 3pm to recycle unwanted items. 

Care Zone contacted our Project Manager with this email:
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We then were tackled with creating a leaflet. Erin took on the task of doing this first and many different 
versions were created to try and incorporate the idea they had in mind and to include all details. We were 
also given feedback from our Creative Director on the design elements and what looked right. To create the 
leaflet, we mainly used Illustrator for the design, some elements in Photoshop for the additional logos, and 
InDesign for the print ready version to include the front and back as one document to then be exported out 
from InDesign into a PDF document (one with printer marks/bleeds and one without).



FINAL PRODUCT

This leaflet went through many different phases and changes. It firstly started off white but the first copy that 
was uploaded to Basecamp had a red background and was slightly closer to what we ended up with. All 
Illustrations created for the leaflet were by Erin Stavri. As you can see in the previous mock up, we started 
off with a bin but evolved to a skip as skips will be used in the Christmas Clean Up. Other small changes 
were also made.



FINAL PRODUCT

Slight changes.
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When we had went down to the Sacred Heart Parish to film, we were also asked if we wanted feedback 
on the leaflet or did, we want it to go through our Project Manager first. We thought we’d try and get a step 
ahead and take back the feedback at the time so we could get to work on the leaflet. Then there were 
changes made to incorporate 2 inside pages and to break up the information more. Following this we were 
given feedback again by client, Project Manager, and Creative Director and then broke down the leaflet to 2 
pages again and were able to add the locations, times, and logos, including YeHa’s new updated logo from 
another team in our class. This meant the leaflet was ready ahead of the Christmas Clean Up event and 
therefore the leaflets could be handed out to the local residents and community.

This is the feedback we received.
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This is the updated changes (to the front and back) including changes our Project Manager and Creative 
Director suggested.
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This is the updated changes (to the inside pages) including changes our Project Manager and Creative 
Director suggested.
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Other comments were made as the leaflet was word heavy and needed some rewording.
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Changes to A4 double sided leaflet. 
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Changes to A4 double sided leaflet. 



FINAL PRODUCT

With the client’s feedback we then cut down to an A5 leaflet with 2 sides, cutting down on content and 
getting the main points and information across.



FINAL PRODUCT

Unfortunately, due to funding and other aspects the Christmas Clean Up wasn’t possible to go ahead and 
therefore the Christmas Leaflet wasn’t able to be used. I offered to make a non-Christmas Leaflet to be used 
within the New Year but due to deadlines it may not be included in my production log.



FINAL PRODUCT

As Mark oversaw creating the website/WordPress (using the theme ‘One Press Theme’ by Famethemes) 
he was then able to screenshot, and screen record the process of how to use the WordPress and make 
changes. Therefore, giving Care Zone a Step by Step Guide to use after we finish working on the project. 
Having created the website Mark was also able to create an email specifically for Care Zone to use ‘info@
carezonecommunity.com’. Erin oversaw the social media and was able to mock up posts and highlights that 
Care Zone can then use or add to after. We also created a brand guideline for Care Zone to follow and Mark 
arranged a ‘frame’ they could use for events and fun days. For our exhibition in January we had to create 
designs for our Vinyl Boards to help present the team and Care Zone. Care Zone should hopefully be able 
to reuse the Care Zone one as it presents their new visual identity, website link, social media accounts, and 
some quotes from the Reports. Below is the frame before the centre part is removed.



BRAND GUIDELINES

As we have created a new visual identity and branding for Care Zone, we therefore had to create Brand 
Guidelines for Care Zone to stick to for further reference when creating any print work or uploading online so 
they don’t use colours other than the colour palette or go outside of the visual identity and branding.

Here is the example of the Brand Guidelines I created.
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Here is the example of the Brand Guidelines I created.



EVALUATION

As part of the group I am extremely proud and appreciated getting to work with Jo and her team on the Care 
Zone project. Overall, I hope this project will be hugely beneficial to many people’s lives and the community. 
We successfully worked with Care Zone to deliver a high-quality media communication package that helps 
them in their mission to spread Hope.
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